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Assuming the existence of a supercompact cardinal and a weakly compact cardinal above it, 
we provide a generic extension where there are no Aronszajn trees of height wa or oa. On the 
other hand we show that some large cardinal assumptions are necessary for such a consistency 
result. 
0. Introduction 
See [4] for a background on Aronszajn trees (A-trees). Mitchell and Silver [6], 
proved that the consistency of ZFC with the existence of a weakly compact 
cardinal is equivalent to the consistency of ZFC & “there are no A-trees of height 
02”. In fact, if K is a weakly compact cardinal, they find a generic extension in 
which K becomes HZ, 2*o= 2’1= K and there are no A-trees on K. On the other 
hand, if there are no A-trees of height oz, then Silver proved X2 is a weakly 
compact cardinal in L. Mitchell asked (in [6]), whether assuming the existence of 
two weakly compact cardinals, one can get a model where 
(*) there are no A-trees of height w2 and no A-trees of height 03. 
In Section 1 we show that the answer to this question is negative; (*) implies O# 
exists; this result is due to M. Magidor and is included here with his kind 
permission. In Section 2, assuming the existence of a supercompact cardinal K and 
a weakly compact cardinal A > K, we obtain a model where (*) holds. Basically, 
the consistency proof is a two-stage variation of Mitchell construction; in the first 
stage A-trees on w2 are eliminated and then A-trees on o3 are eliminated. The 
problem in this approach is, of course, that the second stage might introduce 
A-trees of height w2. In our solution we find that the conditions for the second 
extension are themselves obtained by forcing. 
Following are some known preliminary definitions and lemmas about forcing 
which will be used in Section 2. 
If V is a universe of set theory, B E V a poset, then B designates a V-generic 
filter over B. VB] is the generic extension of V with & while VB is the Boolean 
valued model of RO(B), but we will not always amake a distinction between the 
two. Also, if b E VB is a name, b can also be used to denote the interpretation of 
b in nfi]. 
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We use p <p’ in the sense that p’ is more informative than p. p and p’ are 
compatible iff for some q E B p G q and p’ =G q. A poset is ~-closed iff any 
increasing sequence of length <K has an upper bound. a-closed is &-closed. H, 
is the collection of sets of cardinality hereditarily <p. 
0.1. Definition. Let A, B be posets, a function IT: B -+ A is called a projection iff 
the following holds: 
(i) rr is onto a dense subset of A and for b, b’E B, b< b' j n(b)sm(b’). 
(ii) If n-(b)= a and a’EA, a’>a, then for some b’eB, b’sb and a’Gq(b’). 
In case there is a projection T: A -+ B we say B is a projection of A. 
The following is well known. If 7~: B -+ A is a projection and 8 is a V-generic 
filter over B, then A = {a E A ) a < n(b) for some b E B} is a V-generic filter over 
A, and if we define in V[A], B/A = {b E B 1 T(b) E A} partially ordered as a 
subposet of B, then B is nA] generic over B/A. The other direction is also true, 
if A is V-generic over A, B/A is defined as above and fi 5 B/A is v[A] generic 
over B/A, then I? is V-generic over B and 
If 7~: B + A is a projection, then we can canonically define, for every name x in 
the B-forcing, a name [xl” in the A-forcing with the following property: For any 
generic extension V[A], [xl* is interpreted as a name y in the B/A-forcing such 
that, when a further extension V[A][@A] = V[B] is made, y is interpreted just as 
x. Also, one can define, for every name x in the A-forcing, a name [xl” in the 
B-forcing with the following property: In every generic extension V[A], if x is 
interpreted as a name y in the B/A forcing, then in any further extension, 
V[A][&/A] = V[B], the interpretation of y is the same as the interpretation of 
l-xl”. 
0.2. Remark. All posets are separative, i.e., p’ 3 p =$ for some q 2 p’, q and p are 
incompatible. The advantage of a separative poset P is that if pit- “q E p’, then 
p ~=q. In case we have a nonseparative poset, (for example, B/A might be 
nonseparative) define p <q iff all extensions of q are compatible with p. Then the 
resulting equivalence relation, p<q and q <p, gives a separative poset. 
0.3. Remarks. (i) Some of our projections T: B -+ A have the following stronger 
property. If n(b) = a and a’ 2 a in A, then there is b’ 2 b in B (which is denoted 
by b’ = a’v b) such that (1) T(b’) = a’ and (2) for any b*> b in B, if r(b*)aa’, 
then b*> b’. (So a’v b is the minimal extension of b with the property that 
db’) 2 a’.) 
(ii) In this case, when A is a generic filter and BIA is turned into a separative 
poset (by the previous remark), it is easy to see that B/A is also obtained as 
follows: On {b E B 1 r(b) E A} define a partial order G’: b s’ b’ iff for some a’ E A, 
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a’ 2 a and a’v b’ 2 b. (Then 6’ iff <‘, so that division by the equivalence 
relation b s’ b’ & b’ <’ b gives B/A.) 
(iii) If bI, b2 are in B, a E A and a 2 *(bZ), then: a It* “bl, b2 are in B/A and 
b,sb, in B/A” iff b,<avb, in B. 
0.4. Notation for two steps iteration. Let P be a poset and Q E VP a name of a 
poset. As is well known, (see [4]) the two steps iteration (forcing by P and then by 
the interpretation of Q) can be done in one step: 
P*Q={(p,r)lp~P and TEV~ and PIFTEQ} 
partially ordered by: (p, 7) ~(p’, 7’) iff p sp’ in P and p’iF“r’==~“. In case 
(P, 7) s (P’, 7’) and (P’, 7’) s (P, T we say (p, T) and (p’, T') are equivalent and ) 
denote by [(p, r)] the equivalence class of (p, T). Actually by P * Q we mean the 
set of all equivalence classes (of minimal rank). 
0.5. The maximum principle, often used implicitly, says that if p lt3x q(x), then 
for some a E VP, p Itcp(a). (See [4]). 
0.6. In [5], Kunen and Tall say a poset P has property K (for Knaster) iff each 
uncountable subset of P includes an uncountable subset which is linked ( = each 
pair is compatible). They proved that if T is a Souslin tree of height w1 and P has 
property K, then T remains a Souslin tree in VP. The generalization to higher 
cardinals is obvious, we will use the following:* If T is a tree of height n (n a 
cardinal) without cofinal branches and P has property K for n ( = every subset of 
cardinality r) contains a linked subset of cardinality n), then T does not have 
cofinal branches in VP. 
0.7. If P is a u-closed poset and T is an A-tree of height til, then T remains an 
A-tree in VP, because otherwise, if b is a name in V’ of a cofinal branch of T, we 
could define a sequence (b,, t,), (Y <q, such that b, E P and b, =G b, for (Y < p and 
b, IF t, is in b fl T, (where T, denotes the a-level of T). So that in V, {t, ( a <q} 
is an uncountable branch of T contradicting the assumption that T is an A-tree. 
0.8. Using an argument of Silver [S], Baumgartner proved (in [l]) that if 
2’0 3 Xz, T is an A-tree of height w2 and P is cT-closed, then in VP, T has no 
cofinal branches. A direct extension of this says that if T is an A-tree of height 
wg, P is &-closed, and 2K1 s’K,, then T does not have cofinal branches in VP. 
We sketch a proof of the following’: Let h be regular, T a A-tree (height is A, 
and every level is of size CA). Let P be K ‘-closed, where 2” 3 A. Then every cofinal 
branch through T in VP is already in V. 
’ I owe this version to the referee. 
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Proof. If K 2 h the argument is obvious. So let K <A be the least such that 2” z= h. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that p It “b is a new cofinal branch through T”. 
In V, define by induction on LY < K for each f: a + 2 a condition pf E P, an ordinal 
p(cy) < A and + E T,,,, such that: 
(1) PfIktfEb, 
(2) fcf’*PfsPy, 
(3) 410, and b-o, are incompatible in T. 
Finally, 2 K aA shows that T,,,, has cardinality aA, which is a contradiction. 
1. The necessity of large cardinals (M. Magidor) 
Assuming there are no A-trees on K2 and K3 (this assumption was called (*) in 
the introduction) we use Jensen’s covering theorem [2] to obtain that O# exists. 
When L is replaced by .the core model, similar considerations show that (*) 
implies the existence of an inner model with a measurable cardinal. 
1.1. Theorem. (*) implies O# exists. 
Proof. Assume (*) but O# does not exist. By Silver’s result we know that if X2 
and X3 do not carry an A-tree, then in L, K2 and K, are weakly compact cardinals. 
In particular K3 is inaccessible hence (Y = (rC,)+” (the successor in L of the cardinal 
8,) is an ordinal <K,. Let f: K, + a be a one-to-one map of K2 onto (Y. Now, 
construct inductively for T t)C, sets A, E L such that f))~ E A, and A, is of 
cardinality H1 and T’ < r + A+ E A. The sets A, can be obtained by Jensen’s 
covering theorem which applies because lO# was assumed. Let (PC \ 5 E a) be an 
enumeration in L of P@#. Define T, = the set of all functions h E L, h: A* 
(0, 1) such that n6+ P, h(*) is of cardinality K, (where P” = P and P1 = KZ- P). 
Because A, is of cardinality <K, in L and Kz is inaccessible in L, T,# $3. 
T = L.K> T, forms a tree under extension of functions, and T, is the r-level of 
that tree. T, is of cardinality rC1 in the universe and T is of height Kz. So, as there 
are no A-trees on KZ, there is a branch b c T of height K2. h = lJ b is a function 
defined on (Y and F= h-‘(O) is an ultrafilter on P@QL closed under sequences of 
length <K, which are in L, and the intersection of Kr many sets in F is of 
cardinality Kz_ So an ultraproduct and then an embedding L + L can be con- 
structed giving O# (Kunen’s theorem, see [4, Section 3On. 
2. The consistency proof 
Theorem. Given a model of ZFC+“GCH with Q supercompact cardinal and a 
weakly compact cardinal above it”, there is a forcing poset which gives 2’0 = rC,, 
2”1=2”2=K3 and (*). 
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The proof is given in the rest of the paper. Let us first define some posets. 
~<q are regular cardinals. 
2.1. De&&ions. (a) P(T, q) = cf ) f is a function, Dam(f) c q, 01 E Dam(f) j (Y is 
a successor ordinal, Range(f) c-(0, l}, and lfl<~} p&ally ordered by inclusion. 
So P(T, q) is the poset for adding q may subsets of 7 with T-closed conditions 
(because q --TX q). The requirement that Dom(f> consists of successors is 
technical and not essential. 
(b) P(T) = P(T, T) is the poset for adding one subset of T. 
(c) For E E q, P(T, q) ) E is the poset of all functions in P(T, q) with domain a 
subset of E. Evidently 
P(T, q)=P(T, ?1) 1 ExJ’(T, rl) 1 rll-E. 
In particular, for a cardinal CY, TSCX =Sq, 
p(T, ‘Q) ( (Y + 1 = p(T, q) 1 a! = p(T, Ct). 
(d) The Mitchell forcing M(T, q) is defined as follows: Let P = P(T, q). For a 
cardinal (Y, ~<a <q, let Q(a) be a name in VP’” of the poset for adding a subset 
to T+ with conditions of cardinality ST, i.e., Q(a) is P(T+)““~. 
A~(T, q) = {(p, q) ) p E P(T, q) and q is a function of cardinality 
~~suchthatcxEDom(q)~T<cr<q,aisa 
successor cardinal and @lk”” “q(a) E Q(a)“.} 
partially ordered by (p, q)<(p’, q’) iff p sp’ in P and for all (Y ~Dom(q), (Y E 
Dom(q’) and p’ 1 (Y II-q(a) c q’(a). Again, [(p, q)] denotes the equivalence class of 
all (p’, q’) such that (p’, q’) < (p, q) and (p, q) s (p’, q’). Mitchell forcing is actually 
the set of all equivalence classes. The domain of q in the definition of M(T, q) 
consists of successor cardinals, only for technical notational conveniences. Obvi- 
ously we have: 
2.2. Lemma. T: M(T, q) --+ P(r, q) defined by ~(p, q) = p, is a projection. 
So, by what was said in the introduction, Mitchell forcing can be regarded as 
an iteration: M(T, q) = P * Q = P(T, q) * Q(T, q), where Q(T, q) is defined in VP 
as the set of all (p, q) E M(T, q) such that p E P (P is the V generic filter over P). 
Another way to cut bf(T, q) is, for a cardinal OL, T<CY <q, to define 
MT q) I a = {(P. q) E M(T, rl) I P E P(7,q) I Q! and Dodd G a), 
then the function CT: (p, q)H(p, q) r CY = (p r (Y, q r CI) is a projection of M(T, q) on 
M(T ?1) 1 CY = M(T, a). 
2.3. Lemma. M(T, q) is T-Ched. 
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Proof. Let ((pi, qi) 1 i E CL), p < 7, be an increasing sequence in M(T, 77). Define 
p = Ui<, pi, then PEP(T, r)) (because 7 is regular). For any cx EU~<~ Dom(q,), 
Pla Ik“(qi(a) I ’ l,, G i < p,) is an increasing sequence in Q(a)” (iO is the first i such 
that (Y E Dom(qi)). It follows that a name q(a) E VP’” can be defined such that 
P 1 (y Itqta) = Ui&i<p Q(a). Now, (p, q) is the supremum of the given sequence. 
From now on, T is a regular cardinal and q > T is an inaccessible cardinal. 
2.4. Lemma. M = M(T, 7) satisfies the g-c.c ( = the q-chain condition) and 77 is 
7 ++ in V”. 
Proof. See [6] for details, the proof is standard. Observe that in Vpla, 2’aar, 
hence introducing a subset of T+ over VP’- collapses cx to T+. (We show in 2.6 
that T+ is not collapsed by M.) 
2.5. Definition and Lemma. Define Q” = Q*(T, s> = {($I, q) I@, q) E M(T, r)}, par- 
tially ordered as a subset of M. Then the function T*:PxQ*+ M defined by 
~*((p, ($3, 9))) = (p, q) is a projection (P x Q” is the Cartesian product). The map 
T: P x Q* + P, defined by ~(p, q) = p, is also a projection. 
Proof. We check only property (ii) in Definition 0.1 for T*. Assume 
~“(p, (0, q)) = (p, q)s(p’, q’); we want to find a function q” such that (0, q)< 
(0, q*) and ~*(p’, (0, 9”)) = (p’, q’). q” is defined as follows, Dom(q*) = Dom(q’) 
and for Q: ~Dom(q’), if ~~&Dorn(q), let q*(a) = q’(a); if cx ~Dom(q) we know that 
p’ r cz II- “q(a) G q’(a)“, define q*(a) E VP’” in such a way that (1) p’ 1 cx II-q*(a) = 
q’(a) and (2) if r EP ( a is incompatible with p’r cy, then rll-q*(cY) = q(a). So 
pl #PI” GG q(a) E q*(a)“, hence (p’, (0, q*)) 3 (p, (0, q)) in P x Q” and [(p’, q’)l = 
b’, 4*)1, i.e., T*(P), (0, 4”)) = (P’, 4’). 
Because M =P * Q we can say VP c VM and the following lemma is mean- 
ingful. 
2.6. Lemma. Assume ~7 = T; then all sets of ordinals in VMcTq) of cardinal& T are 
already in V P(TzIJ). Hence T+ remains a cardinal in V”. 
Proof. In 2.5 we defined a projection T*: PxQ* --, M, hence VM G VPxQ*. 





So it is enough to prove that all sets of ordinals in VPxQ* of cardinality 7 are in 
VP. Now, P(T, q) satisfies the T+ cabin condition (as we assume ~3 = T), and 
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P x Q* = Q” x P (these are Cartesian products of posets). It is easy to see that Q* 
is rf-closed. 
From these we see that P continues to satisfy the 7+-C.C. in Vo*. (Because if in 
VQ* there is a function f : T + P such that the range of f is a set of incompatible 
members in P, then an increasing sequence qa E Q*, (Y < T+, could be defined in V 
such that qa IF “f(a) = p,” for some pm E P, and qok “Range(f) is a set of incom- 
patible members in P". But then {pa 1 a CT+} is a set of incompatible members of P 
which is in V, showing P does not satisfy the T+-c.c.). If a E V[Q*][P] is a set of 
ordinals of cardinality 7, then as P satisfy the r+-C.C. in V[d*], a has a name 
UE v[Q*] in P-forcing which is of cardinality r and is a subset of V, hence UE V 
(because Q* is T+-closed), so that a E V[P]. 
To conclude Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, we see that if ~3 = T, then all cardinals ST+ 
remain cardinals in V”(T,rl), 7) becomes T++ and cardinals above n are not 
collapsed in V”. Also 2’ = 2” = n holds in VM because n is assumed to be 
inaccessible. If q is a weakly compact cardinal, then M(Xo, n) is the poset used in 
[6] to get a model where there are no A-trees of height w2. 
We need the following variation of Mitchell’s conditions. 
2.7. DeGnitions. Let VI c V, be universes of set theory with the same ordinals. 
In V,, T is a regular cardinal and q > T is an inaccessible cardinal. P = P(T, q)“l is 
defined in V1. In V, define for cardinals (Y, T <a <q, Q(a) = (P(r’))““‘“, i.e., in 
V,‘la, Q(a) is the poset for adding one subset to (T+)"z. Then define in V, 
M(T, q, V1, V,) = {(p, q) 1 p E P(T, q)“l and q E V, is a function of 
cardinality G T such that for (Y E Dam(q), T < (Y < q 
is a successor cardinal and fl It-$;“q(a!) E Q(a)“}, 
partially ordered like in 2.1(d) (the definition of M(T, q)). The projections n, a,, 
exist here just like in Mitchell’s poset, ~(p, q) = p and a,(~, q) = (p, q) 1 (Y. So 
we have 
M(T, % V,, V,) =P(T, n)“’ * Q(r, rl, V,, V,), 
where Q(T, q, VI, V,) is defined in V*[~(T, q)“l] using the projection T. 
We also define 
Q*= Q*(? 7), VI, v,)=t(P), 4)i&t dEM(T, 71, VI, v,)) 
partially ordered as a subset of M(T, q, VI, VJ, i.e., (8, q)<(p), q’) iff for every 
a E Dam(q), (Y E Dom(q’) and @lkq(a) c q’(a). Just like in 2.5, 
?r*: P(T,?J)"'X Q* + M(T, q, VI, V,) defined by w*(p, (0, q)) = (p, q) is a projec- 
tion. By the remark about projections made in the introduction (after l.l), forcing 
with PX Q" is the same as forcing with M(T, v, VI, V,) and then with 
Px Q*/~(T, n, Vi, V,) = {(P, (0,9)) t (P, 9) E nib, 71, VI, V,) 
def 
= s(T, % VI, v,). 
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2.8. Lemma. Q” is r+ closed in V,, even every pairwise compatible subset of Q* of 
cardinality <r has a supremum in Q*. 
Proof. Let ((0, qi) ( i E I} E V, be a pairwise compatible set of cardinality ST. We 
want to define a function q such that (0, q) is the supremum of that set. Naturally, 
Dam(q) = Uicr Dom(q,). For (Y E Dam(q), let la = {i E I 1 a E Dom(q,)}, then in V, 
P, IF’” “{I 1 i E I,} is a pairwise compatible subset of Q(a)“. 
So there is q(a) E Vlla such that @II-q(a) is the union of {qi(a) ( i E I,}. Now (0, q) 
is as required. 
2.9. Lemma. Assume P = P(T, q)“l satisfies the rf-C.C. in V,. Then all sets of 
ordinals in V,[~(T, q, V,, VJ] of cardinality T are in V@]. 
Proof. Like Lemma 2.6. Because of the projection T* : PxQ” + M(T, q, VI, Va, 
VIE V2PXQ*. So it suffices to show that all sets of ordinals of cardinality T in 
VPxQ* are in V,‘. Now PX Q* = Q” X P and P satisfies the T+-C.C. in V,“* 2 
(because Q” is 7+-closed and P satisfies the T+-C.C. in V,). So every set of ordinals 
in VzQexp of cardinality T, has a name of cardinality 7 which is a member of V,“* 
and a subset of V,, hence the name is in V2 (again Q” is 7+-closed) so that the set 
of ordinals is in V,‘. 
P = P(T, 9)“’ might be no longer T-closed in V,, because V2 can have new 
sequences of length <T. However, it will always be the case in this paper that P 
still satisfies the T-distributive law in V,, i.e., forcing with P over V2 adds no new 
<r sequences. 
2.10. Lemma. Assume forcing with P adds no new <r sequences to V,, then in 
V,[p], Q(T, q, VI, V,) is r-closed. (Hence M(T, q, VI, V,) does not introduce new 
<r sequences to V,.) 
Proof. By definition Q = Q(T, q, VI, V,) = {(p, q) E M(T, 17, V,, V,) 1 p E i)>. Let 
(pi, qi) E Q, i < CL < 7, be an increasing sequence in V,[P]. From the assumption of 
the lemma ((pi, qi) 1 i < CL) E V, and as pi E i), it must be that for some p E @, p 2 pi 
for all i < p. (Simply take p E I? such that p I!- “pi E p for all i <CL”.) Define in V2 a 
function q with Dam(q) = Ui<, Dom(q,) as follows. For a E Dam(q), let i, < p be 
such that CY E Dom(q,) for all i, <i < CL. Then 
p 1 (Y Ep’” “(qi(cx) 1 i, G i < p) is an increasing sequence in Q(a)“. 
Q(a) is T+ closed in Vc’-, hence there is q(a) E Vfla such that p 1 (Y II- q(a) 2 q,(a) 
for all i, G i -CF. So q is defined and (p, q) E Q and (p, q) Z= (pi, qi) for all i C/-L. 
2.11. Lemma. Assume again forcing with P adds no new <r sequences to V,, then 
S = S(T, q, V,, V,) is T-closed in V2[61(7, q, VI, V,)]. 
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Proof. &f = k(r, q, Vi, V.) is a generic filter and S = P x Q*/fi was defined in 
2.7. Let (pi, (0, qi)) E S, i < p -CT, be an increasing sequence in V,[&f]. By the 
previous lemma we know that ((pi, (0, qi)) 1 i -C CL) E V, and from the definition of S 
it follows that (pi, qi) E hi, i </.A. Pick (p, q) E lGf such that 
(p, q) ItM “(pi, qi) E IGf for all i < /A”. 
It follows that (p, q) a(pi, qi) for all i -=c p, i.e., p api in P and for all (Y E Dom(q,), 
(Y ~Dom(q) and p Ia H-q(a) 2 q;(o). But, from the definition of the partial order 
of S and of the Cartesian product P x Q”, one gets that ((0, qi) 1 i < p) is a pairwise 
compatible sequence in Q*. 
By Lemma 2.8 there is a supremum (0, q’) E Q” to that sequence. It follows that 
(p, q’) ~(pi, qi) for all i < p and that (p, q) ~(p, q’). (Because for (Y E Dom(q’) 
(understanding q,(o) = $3 if a tf Dom(qi)) p)lkq’(cx) is the union of (qi(ar) 1 i < F). On 
the other hand p ~cxl~“q((~) sqi(oL)” for all i<p, hence p roll-q(a)aq’(cx).) 
(p, q) E ti and (p, q) 5 (p, q’) imply (p, q’) E A?, so that (p, (0, q’)) E S is a bound for 
the sequence ((pi, (0, qi)) 1 i < p). 
We need some more information on M(r, q, VI, VJ. Let q’ be an inaccessible 
cardinal, T < q’ < q. We said (2.7) that M(T, q, VI, V,) is projected on M’( = 
M(r, q’, Vi, VJ). What does M(T, q, VI, VJIM(7, q’, VI, VJ look like? The fol- 
lowing lemma claims it is, in a sense, M(T, q, VI, V,“‘). Let W = V,“‘, P = 
P(T rl)“l. Define in W 
M(T, q -q', VI, W) = {(p, q) 1 p E P 1 q -q’ and q E W is a function, 
141sr,oEDom(q)+ 
(Y E q - q’ is a successor cardinal 
q(a) E wp’“-q’ and B lb q(a) E Q(a)) 
where Q(a) E Wp’*-q’ . is the poset for adding a subset to (T+)~ with conditions of 
cardinality ST. The partial order is as in Definition 2.7 and indeed this definition 
here is the same as 2.7 only the domain has shifted. 
2.12. Lemma. Assume P satisfies the T+-C.C. in V, and in W. Then M’ * 
M(T, q -q’, VI, V,“‘) contains a dense set isomorphic to M(T, q, VI, VJ (so that 
forcing with M(T, q, VI, VJ can be regarded as first forcing with M’ and then with 
M(T q -q’, VI, V,“‘)). 
Proof. Define a map i: M(T, q, VI, VJ -+ M’ * M(T, q -q’, VI, VI, V,“‘) by 
i(p,q)=((prq’,qrq’), (p,~$) where p=prq-q’ and cf is defined as follows. 
Dom(cl)=Dom(q)-q’.Foreverya!EDom(q)-q’,wehaveq(a)EV~‘“andP)(y= 
PI q’xPI a-q’. We let q(a) =[q(c~>]~‘~‘. (See 0.1, so q(a) is a name in the 
P ( q’-forcing and hence also a name in the M’-forcing. The interpretation of q(a) 
in W is a name in the P I a - q’-forcing which is finally interpreted in WPin-“’ as 
q(cy) is interpreted in V,‘.) 
It can be seen that i is an order preserving isomorphism (x < y iff i(x) < i(y)). 
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We will show that the range of i is dense. Well if 
((6 s), a) E M’ * MT, rl - rl’, VI, VY) 
then 
(r, s) IY “ a=(P,q)EMTv77’, VI, CT’. 
So, (r, s) k”‘p E P 1 q -q’. Hence there is (r’, s’) 2 (r, s) and p E P ) q -q’ such that 
(r’, s’)Ib”‘p = p. Now, in V,, 
(r’, s’) I?“‘q is a function of cardinality < T such that for 
6 E Dam(q), q’ < 5 < 77 is a successor cardinal and 
(J I~PI<+l’ q(5)E Q(5)". 
So in M’, q(t) is in the P 1 tJ - q’ forcing a name for a bounded function on K+. We 
can assume q(t) consists of pairs (t, (a, i)) where t E P ( ,$ - 7’ and (a, i) E K+ X 2 
such that (t, (a, i)), (t*, (a, i)) l q(t) imply t and t” are incompatible. Since P 
satisfies the T+-C.C. we get that q(c) has cardinality CT+ and so (by Lemma 2.9 
which says that any subset of V, of cardinality CT+ in V,“’ is in fact in Vf’“‘) it 
follows that q E V,““‘. That is, (r’, s’)Ik”“‘q E V,[P 1 ~‘1”. Hence there are 
(r”, s”) ~(r’, s’) and q’E V,, a name in P ) q’-forcing, such that (r”, s”)It”‘q = q’. 
Using once again the T+-C.C. of P 1 q’ we can assume that Dom(q’) = D E V,, 
and, using P 15 = P 1 q’X P ( t-q’, we define a function q* on D by q*(e) = 
[q’(<)]“*. Finally, let c = (r”-p, f-q”). Then i(c) ~=((r, s), a), as required to prove 
the lemma. 
Recall V is our universe, K is a supercompact cardinal and h > K is a weakly 
compact cardinal. Assume now, h is the first weakly compact cardinal above K. 
2.13. Notations. For (Y < K, cd denotes the first weakly compact cardinal above (Y. 
Surely a’ < K. From now on, PO = P(X,, K) and MO = M(K,, K). 
2.14. Definition of R. The poset R we define now is a set of triples of functions, 
R 1 a is the subset of R consisting of all triples in R of functions with domain a 
subset of cy (O!<K acardinal). For (p,q,f)ER, (p,q,f)Icu=(prCY,qr~,fr~)ER. 
The inductive definition of R should be clear from the following implicite one: 
R = KP, 9, f) 1 (P, 4) E MO, f is a countable function, for a! ~Dom(f), 
(Y E K is inaccessible limit of weakly compact cardinals, 
and f(a) E VR’” is such that 
@ Ik”‘“f(cx) E Q*(&, (Y’, V, V RI”)}. 
Partially order R by (p, q, fl ~(p’, q’, f) iff (p, q)s(p’, q’) in MO and, 
cx E Dam(f) j (Y E Dom(f’) and (P’, 4, f’) 1 a IF R’” “f(a) =sf’(ar) (in Q*&, (Y’, 
v, VR’u))“. 
Easily, T: (p, q, f’) I-+ (p, q) is a projection of R to MO, and for a cardinal 
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cy, y: (p, q, f) H (p, q, f) 1 a is a projection of R to R ( CL Observe that for inaccessi- 
ble cardinal (Y, limit of weakly compact cardinals, 
R (a+ l= R 1 a * Q*(X1,a', V, VRlol) 
because the function in M, are not defined on limit cardinals. 
2.15. Dell&on and Lemma. Define U={(O, q, f) 1 (0, q, f) E R}, ordered as a 
subposet of R, and T* : PO x U- R by ~(p, (0, q, f)) = (p, q, f). Then rr* is a 
projection and U is a-closed (=X,-closed). 
Proof. To check property (ii) of projections (O.l), assume (p’, q’, f’) > (p, q, f) = 
~“(p, (0, q, f)). We want (0, q”, f*) 3 (0, q, f> such that UP’, q’, f’)l = UP’, q”, f*)l- 
As (P’, q’) 2 (P, q) in W, and as (P, (0, q))++(p, q) is a projection (see 2.5) there is 
(0, q*) a(O, q) such that [(p’, q’)] = [(p’, q*)]. f* is defined so that Dom(f*) = 
Dom(f’). For a! E Dom(f’) define f*(a) E VR'" such that (p’, q’, f’) 1 a Ik”‘“f*(a> = 
f’(a), and for any r E R ( a incompatible with (p’, q’, f’) ) a, I kR’“f*(a) = f(a). As 
(p’, q’, f’) I a I~“‘“~‘(cI)~* bf(a), it follows that $3 Ik”‘“f*(c~)~* of. Now 
[(P’, q’, f’) I aI = [(P’, q*> f*) I cx 1 can be proved by induction on (Y, and (0, q*, f*) 2 
(0, q, f) holds. 
Now to see that U is K,-closed, let (0, q,,, f,,) E U, n Co, be an increasing 
sequence. As (0, q,,) is an increasing sequence in O*&, K), Lemma 2.8 says there 
is (0, q) E MO which is the supremum of ((0, q,,) 1 n Co) in M,. Now define f as 
follows, Dam(f) = IJ,<, Dom(f,,), f(a) is defined inductively such that 
(O,q,f)Ia!+l~(O,q,,f,)la+l for all n<o. 
This can be done, for m > n j (0, q,,,, f,,,) 1 a I@“f,,,(a) 2f,,(a>, so as (0, q, f) 1 CY a 
(0, q,,, f,,) I a (for all n <w, by induction assumption) we have (0, q, f) I a Itf,,,(cx) 3 
f,,(a) (for m > n), but (Lemma 2.8) Q*&, cx’, V, V"'-) is even &closed in VRla, 
there is some f(a) E VRi" such that (0, q,f) 1 altf(a) is the supremum of 
(f,,,(a) 1 m Co). Finally (0, q, f) 2 (0, q,,, f,,) is as required. 
2.16. Lemma. (a) R satisfies the K-C.C. and even property K for K. 
(b) All countable sets of ordinals in VR are in Vpo. 
(c) P(K1, A)” does not introduce new countable subsets to VR. 
(d) P(K1, h)” satisfies the K-C.C. in VR, in fact it satisfies properly K for K in VR. 
Proof. (a) is standard, uses the fact that K is a big cardinal. 
(b) (p, q, f) ep is obviously a projection of R on PO, so VP,= VR, by Lemma 
2.15 it suffices to see that all countable sets of ordinals in Vpoxu are in VP,; but 
this is proved like Lemma 2.6 using the fact that PO satisfies the countable chain 
condition (c.c.c.) and U is X,-closed (Lemma 2.15). 
(c) The point, of course, is that P&, A)" is not &-closed anymore in VR 
(because R adds new reals via PO). U is still &-closed in Vp(xl**), because P&, A) 
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does not add new countable sequences to V. Hence, setting V’= Vp(xl,A’, we can 
argue as in (b) and get that all countable sets of ordinals in VR are in 
V’pn = VP(K~,A)xPn. But using again the argument of Lemma 2.6, any countable set 
of ordinals in VP(K~*h)xP~ is in Vpo. To sum up, any countable set of ordinals in 
VRxP(X,.*)” = vP(X,.h)xR is in VP,. 
(d) K is X2 in VR. To prove (d), use the standard arguments and the fact that 
(1). Any set of ordinals of size K in V R is contained by a set of size K in V, and 
(2) K is inaccessible in V. 
2.17. Definitions. Let OL <K be an inaccessible cardinal, limit of weakly compact 
cardinals, y: R + R ( (Y + 1 defined by y(p, q, fl = (p, q, f) 1 a + 1 is a projection 
(see Definition 2.14). If (p, q, fl E R, (a, b, c) E R 1 cx + 1 and (a, b, c)a 
(p, q, f) 1 a + 1, then (p*, q*, f*) = (a, b, c) U (p, q, fl can be defined such that 
(p*,q*,f*)la+l=(a,b,c) and p*rK-‘Y’prK-(Y, 
q*rK-CY=qrK-(Y, fern-(a+l)=fr~-((~+l). 
(a, b, c) U (p, q, f) is the minimal extension of (p, q, fl which is projected by y to 
(a, b, c) or above it. See Remarks 0.3 in the Introduction. Let Aat1 be a V 
generic filter over R 1 a + 1. 
WR&l =((p,q,f)~Rltp,q,f)1a+l~fi,+,} 
partially ordered by (p, q, f) ~(p’, q’, f’) iff for some (a, b, c) E fiacl, (a, b, c) Z= 
(P’, q’, f’) I a + 1 and (a, b, c) U(P’, q’, f’) 2 (P, q, f) in R. So, in vCk+J R/J&+, is 
what remains to force in order to get to v[fi]. Define in V[d,+J a poset 
u or+l = ((0, q, f) E R 1 (0, q, f) ( a + 1 E I&+,} partially ordered as a subset of 
RI%+,. Define n*: (PO ) K -a) X u,,, + RI%+, ‘w T*(P, (0, q, f>) = (P, q, f). 
2.18. Lemma. (a) rr* is a projection. 
(b) U,+, is u-closed in V[fia+,]. 
Proof. (a) is not too difficult and is left to the reader (use Lemma 2.15). 
For (b), let TE V[~~+,], T: w + U,,, be an increasing sequence in U,,,. 
(where U,,, c R and R E V hence, by a variant of Lemma 2.16(b), T E qpO 1 a] 
PO I (II is the projection of J?0+1 in PO 1 a). 
Let TE VP,‘” be a name of T. We can clearly view 7 also as a name in R 
Pick t E I&+, such that 
la+1. 
t IbR Ia+* “7: 0 + u-+1 is an increasing sequence in Uor+l”. 
We are going to define, in V, functions q*, f* such that 
tk R ‘or+“‘(O, q”, f*) is the supremum of the sequence 1 in Ua+l”. 
And then (0, q”, f*) is obviously the supremum required to prove (b). 
First we define the domains of q* and f* as follows: @ > cx is in the domain iff 
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for some n some condition in PO forces 0 to be in the domain of 7(n). Dom(q*) 
and Dom(f*) are countable, as PO 1 Q! satisfies the C.C.C. Now q*(p) and f*(P) are 
defined by induction on 0 E Dom(q*) U DomCf*) in such a way that (* @) below 
holds. 
(“p) t U (0, q*, f*) 1 /3 Il-R’P “l(n) ) p E I? ( p for all n < 0”. 
For notational convenience let us define left and right functions by L(0, q, f) = q 
and R(0, q, f) = f. 
Assume q* 1 p and f* 1 p are defined and (*@) holds. Assume p E Dom(f*). 
Claim. t u (0, q*, f*) ( /? I? “(R(~(n))(fi) ) II <co> is an increasing sequence in 
Q*(X1, p’, V, VRIP)“. (We use here the convention that R(l(n))(P) = fl if /3 is not 
in the domain of that function.) 
To prove this, assume r 2 t U (0, q”, f*) ( p in R 1 /3 forces T(n) = (0, q, f) and 
I = (0, q’, f’) and II cm. As r 1 a + 1 Il-R’a+l“~(n)<~(m) in Uatl”, we have 
r ) a + 1 kRla+l “ (0, 9, f) s (0, q’, f’) in K+l”. By 0.3(iii) (using the projection y in 
2.17) 
rla+lU(O,q’,~)~(O,q,f) in R. 
So, r I a + 1 U (0, q’, f’) I /3 Ik”‘@f’(P) af(P>. But by (*p) r 2 (0, q’, f’) ( p and hence 
r 2 r I a + 1 U (0, q’, f’) I /3. So r II-“f(P) <f’(P)” which proves the claim. 
Q*(X,, p’, V, VRIp) is K:-closed in V R’@ (Lemma 2.8), so there is fan VR’@ 
such that t U (0, q *, f*) 1 p IFRiP “ * f (p) is the supremum in Q*&, p’, V, VR’@) of 
(R(T(n))(P) I n <w)“. (*p+l) continues to hold. 
Assume p E Dom(q*). The proof of the previous claim gives with little changes 
the following: 
claim. t u (0, q*, f*) I p IFRIP “(L(+)(p) I n co> is an increasing sequence in 
Q*(&)VPo’B7T_ 
Now Q&d "'P is a-closed in URIP because countable sets of ordinals in VR’@ 
are in VP@ by Lemma 2.16. Hence there is q*(p) E VP@ such that 
2.19. t U (0, q*, f*) ) p It”@ “q*(p) is the union of the sequence @(T(n)(@) I n < 
0)“. 
To see that (*p+I) holds, let rER l/3+1, r==tU(O,q*,f*)I p+l be such that 
r Ik “7(n) = (0, q, f)” where (0, q, f) E R. Then r ) p 5 (0, q,,f> I p by the inductive 
assumption. Put r = (p, cf, f), then 
r I 8 lk“Zj(@) > q*(p)” and r I /3 kRla “q*(p) sq(p)“. 
Hence r I P kR” “&3)2q(P)“. But q(P) and q(p) are names in PO I p, hence 
p I p IkPJ@ “q(p) z=q@)“, and so r 2 (0, q, f) I p + 1 as required. 
Finally, (*@) for all p implies t U (0, q*, f*) IkR “T(n) E I?” and this means that 
t Il-R’n+l“(O, q*, f*) ST(n) in Ucr+l”. 
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2.20. The poset. Now R is the first step in our construction, the second is defined 
in VR to be M1 = M(X1, A, V, V”). So R * Ml is the final forcing. The proof that 
the model obtained is as required, consists of three parts: 
I. Cardinals are as required, XT remains the first uncountable cardinal, K 
becomes X2 and A is X3. 2”o = Hz, 2’1= 2’2 = X3. 
II. There is no A-tree of height 03. 
III. There is no A-tree of height oz. 
2.21. Proof of I. First we show that K1 is not collapsed. By Lemma 2.16(b), all 
countable sets of ordinals in VR are in VP,, and PO satisfies the c.c.c., hence 
X,“= KycR1; moreover, by 2.16(c), P(K1, A)” does not introduce new countable 
subsets to VR, so by Lemma 2.10, M1 does not introduce new <H, sequences to 
VR, hence K1 remains a cardinal in VR*Ml. Now we show K remains a cardinal 
(and by 2.4 K becomes X,). R satisfies the K-C.C. (2.16), so K is KY. By Lemma 
2.16(d), P(X,, A)” satisfies the K-C.C. in VR, K is XT in VR, so Lemma 2.9 can be 
used to conclude that all sets of ordinals in V[k][&fJ of cardinality K1 are in 
V[fi][p] (P= P(X,, A)“). But K is not collapsed in V[fi, P], because R X P 
satisfies property K for K, so K remains a cardinal. A is not collapsed of course 
because R *Ml satisfies the A-C.C. 
2.22. Proof of II. The proof that there are no A-trees on H3 is quite the same as 
that in [6]. A is still a weakly compact cardinal in VR, because card(R) = k <A, 
(see [4, Lemma 37.11). Assume to the contrary that an A-tree TE v[fi]“l of 
height K, exists. So by a II: reflection argument (see [6]) an inaccessible cardinal 
q’ < A which is limit of inaccessible cardinals can be found such that T 1 q’ is 
realized as an A-tree in V[k]“llq’. We want to show that completing the forcing 
with Ml/Ml 1 q’, T ( q’ remains without cofinal branches and thus a contradiction is 
obtained to the assumption that the height of T is A. 
Lemma 2.12 can be applied because P(Ncl, A)” satisfies the HZ-cc. (We post- 
pone the proof to 2.24). Lemma 2.12 says that Ml/M, 1 q’ is M(K,, A - 
q’, V, V[fi]“l”“). Put for a moment V= VI and ul?]“1l”’ = V, and disregard a 
technical point (A -q’ versus A) and then the following lemma suffices. 
2.23. Lemma. Let T be an A-tree of height o3 in V,. Then although o3 is 
collapsed to KZ, T has no cofinal branches in M(H1, A, V1, VJ. 
Proof. We want to show that no cofinal branch is added to T by M(K,, A, V,V,>. 
By 2.7, M(X1, A, V,, V,) is a projection of P(K,, A)“lx Q*(K,, A, V1, V,), and 
Q*(&, A, VI, V,) is Hz closed in V, (Lemma 2.8). By I, 2”o = X2 and 2’1 =X3 holds 
in V,, so 0.8 can be applied to prove that T has no cofinal branches in V,“*. The 
following lemma will show that P(K1, A)“1 has property K for K2 in V,“* and as 
cf(W?) = w2 in V,“*, 0.6 applies to show that T has no cofinal branches in VF*xp, 
and a fortiori no cofinal branches in VR*Ml. 
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2.24. Lemma. P(K1, A)“] has property K for Kz in V,“*. 
Proof. Observe first that any set of ordinals of cardinality X1 in V, is contained in 
a set in VI of cardinality K1. GCH holds in VI (we assume that), so the usual 
proof can proceed: Let fa E P(K1, h)“~, a <K, be given. Set D = lJorcK, Dom(f,) 
then card(D) = KZ, pick h: D -a-N2 in V, one-to-one onto rC,, then apply the 
A-system argument; for (Y <X,, cf(a) = or, look at sup((h” Dom(f,)) II (Y) < (Y, this 
pressing down function has a fixed value T<K~ on a stationary subset S of Xz. 
h-l(T) is of cardinality HI in V,, so a set E E VI, E z h-l(T) exists of cardinality 
less than I&. By the GCH in V, we can find a set S’ c S of cardinality X2 in V, 
such that f, 1 E has a fixed value for (Y E S’. {Dom(f,) -E 1 cz E S’} can be assumed 
to be a disjoint collection, hence f, Ufs is a function, for (Y, fl E S’. 
2.25. Proof of fII. This is perhaps the main part of our proof. Assume by way of 
contradiction T E VR*M 1 is a name of an A-tree of height K. We use the fact that K 
is a supercompact cardinal to obtain a #-elementary substructure N<(H,+, E) 
such that: (1) N is of cardinality <K, Nfl K = a <K and the order type of Nfl h is 
(Y’ (the next weakly compact above a). T, R * Ml E iV. (2) Every subset of N of 
cardinality less than (Y is an element of N. 
Let N be the transitive structure isomorphic to N, and c: N -+ N the Mostowski 
collapse of N. From (l), c(h) = (Y’ and C(K) = a. From (2), every subset of N of 
cardinality less than cx is an element of N. From these observations follows that 
c(R)=R lcX and c(R *M1)=R ( a * M(H,, a’, v, I-). 
Let R be a V generic filter over R, then by the projection of R on R 1 a, 
Ia ( ad~fl? n (R 1 a) is a generic (and a fortiori N generic) filter over R ) a. 
N[fi 1 a] can be formed and the elementary embedding c-l: N + HA+ can be 
extended naturally to an elementary embedding (called also c-l) 
c-l: iql$I a] 4 I-&+[k] = Ep’. 
Suggestively the image of Nfi I a] under c-l is called N[d], it is an elementary 
submodel of HyJ”’ . MI E N[fi]. Our aim is to find in V[k] a condition t E iVfI 
such that: 
(a) t is ‘generic’ over N[fi] in the sense of Shelah’s proper posets (see [7]) i.e., 
for any DE N[k] dense in MI and t’ 2 t there is in MI t”> t’ such that t” is above 
a member of D fl Md]. This assures us that if hi, is a VI?]-generic filter over 
MI which contains t, then G = c”Ml n N[I?] is N[d ) al-generic over C&Z,). 
Hence the elementary embedding c-l: MI? I a] +- El,“” can be extended natur- 
ally to an elementary embedding, again denoted by c-l, 
c-l: N[ti ) a][G] + H,+[fi][n;l,], H,*[k, ni,] = H,vIc”v kJ. 
(b) c(T) is interpreted in Nk I a][G] as an A-tree of height CY such that in 
V[fi][kfJ it does not gain any brunch of height a. 
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Then, after such a t is found, the contradiction to the assumption that T is an 
A-tree of height wz is derived from (a) and (b), because if T[fi * hi,] is the 
interpretation of T in V[k][&lJ - a tree of height K, then c(T)[& 1 a][G] - the 
interpretation of c(T) in &J[fi 1 CX][G] is nfi * &fJ 1 a (by (a)). Any point of level 
(Y in T[k * ifI] gives a branch contradicting (b). 
2.26. claim. In V[fi ( a], Iqfi 1 a] a so E satisfies property (2): Every subset of 
N[d I a] of cardinality less than a is an element of N[fi ( a]. 
Proof. For P<(Y and h:p-+15[filcz], h~fiI?Ja], let II be a name of h. For 
.$ E p, find in V a maximal pairwise incompatible subset of R I (Y, A,, such that for 
SEA*, rk“h(&) = a(r, c)“, where a(r, <) EN. Now, A* is of cardinality <a (be- 
cause cx = C(K) is an inaccessible cardinal limit of weakly compact cardinals and 
hence R ( a satisfies the a-c.c.). So by the property (2) of N, (a(r, 5) ) 5~ p, r E 
A*) E 6?, hence h E R&_ ( a]. 
In N[fi ( a], c(M,) is interpreted as M&, a’, V, V[k 1 a]), (use the previous 
claim). Define F, = Cf(a) I for some p, q, (p, q, f) E k}. Then F, provides us in 
V[&] with a V[fi ) al-generic filter over Q*(K,, a’, V, V[k ( a]) which we call o* 
to make the typist happier. Recall 
Q*&, a’> v, VLk 1 aI) = {CO, d I (0, s> E W-L a’, v, VI3 I al>) 
= ((0, q) 1 q E V[fi I a] is a function of cardinality 
~8, such that for i E Dam(q), i is a 
successor cardinal K, < i < a’ and fl Il-p’i 
“q(i) is a function of cardinality SK, 
from X,( = a) into (0, l}“}. 
Hence Q*(&, CC’, V, V[k 1 a]) is an element and a subset of N[fi I a], and 
c-‘(Q*(X,, CX’, V, V[fi ) (~1) = a*(&, A, V, V[k]). 
Now CC’[o*], the set of all preimages of a*, is a subset of Q*(K1, h, V, V[d]> of 
cardinality a’, every two elements of which are compatible in c-‘[o*]. a’ is of 
cardinality K1 in V[d], so Lemma 2.8 implies a supremum t E Q*&, h, V, V[k]) 
exists to that set. Now t, a member of M1, has the desired properties as we shall 
check. 
(a) The ‘genericity’ of t. Remark first that for any DE N[fi ( a] dense in 
MK, a’, V, V[fi I a]) and p EP(K~, a’)” the set 
0, ={(O, q)E Q*(K,, a’, V, V[k \ a]) (for some p’~ P(K,, CY’)“, p’ap, 
(p’, q) is above an element of D} 
is dense in Q*(K,, a’, V, V[l? I a]) and 0, E V[i? I a]. Hence d*no,# 8. 
Now if (p, 4) 2 t and D’E N[fi] is a dense set in Ml, we are going to show 
that (p, Cj) is compatible with some member of D’nN[fi]. Well, D = c(D’) E 
#[I? ( a] is dense in c(M,) = M(X,, a’, V, V[fi (a]). N[fi]nOn=NnOnE V, 
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hence fidzfp 1 N[fi] E P&, h)” and F E N. Let pdzc([) E P(X,, a')". By the remark 
above, for some p’ E P(K1, CC)“, p’ 3 p, and for some q, (p’, q) is above a member 
of D and (0, q) E a*. But t >c-‘(0, q) by the definition of t, hence (p, 4) 3 
~~‘(0, q) = (0, c-‘(q)). Because Dom(c-‘(p’) E N[k], p U c-‘(p’) is in P(K,, X)“. 
@ U c-‘(P’), ri) 2 (c-‘(P’), c-‘(q)) = c-l(P’, q), 
but (p’, q) is above a member of D s N[d 1 a], so (p UC’(p’>, 4) is above a 
member of D’ fl N[fi]. 
(b) By the l$ reflection of N and the arguments of the proof of II, we know 
that if H is a V-generic filter over R ( (Y * M(X1, CY’, V, VRIa), then the interpreta- 
tion of c(T) is an A-tree in V[H]. So, whenever ti is V[fi 1 CY] generic over 
M(K1, (Y’, V, V[fi 1 a]), the interpretation of c(T) in N[& 1 a][hi] is an A-tree in 
V[R ( a][ti]. 
tit A.?, be a V[fi]-generic filter over M, containing t, G = c”&fl nN[fi] is 
N[@ 1 al-generic over c(M,) and we have to show that the interpretation of c(T) 
in &$fi I a][G] d oes not have branches of order type cx in V[J?][hi,]. 
~(p, q) = p is a projection (2.7), so ~/‘[tiJ = P is V[&]-generic over P(K,, A)", 
hence P rl N is V[fi]-generic over P(X,, A)" fl N; c is an isomorphism, so c”p fl N 
is V[fi]-generic over P(N,, a’)” and is equal to r”G. rr”G is V[fi]-generic over 
P(X,, a')" and dam V[fi] is V[k I al-generic over Q*(X,, (Y’, V, V[fi 1 a]), hence 
T”G x d* is V[& ( al-generic over P(K,, a')" x Q*(X1, (Y’, V, V[fi ( (WI). But that 
least poset is projected by T* on M(X,, (Y’, V, V[fi I a]) (2.7), so T*“(T”G X d*) 
is V[k 1 al-generic over M(K1,cx’, V, V[fi 1 a]). rr*"(d'GXo*)~G (if (p,q)~ 
T*“(T”G x i>*), then p E T”G = c”i) n N, and c-‘(p) E p. q t @, hence c-‘(q) S 
t&f,, it follows that c-‘(p, q) E &&, hence (p, q) E C&f1 n N[fi] = G) but as 
both of these are N[b 1 al-generic over c(M,) we have equality: 
n*“(r”G x o*) = G is V[k \ a ]- generic over M(X,, fy’, V, V[ri \ 01). 
By what was said at the beginning of the proof of (b), the interpretations of 
c(T) is an A-tree in V[I? I a][G]. Next, P(X1, a')" x Q*(R,, CRY’, V, V[fi I CY])/G 
is K,-closed in V[fi I a][G] (Lemmas 2.16(c) and 2.11) and 2’n= CY. holds in 
V[& I a], and (Y is X2 in V[d ( a][G]. So by 0.8 the interpretation of c(T) 
does not have cofinal branches in V[l? I a][d'G x Q*]. P(K,, A)"/~nN is simply 
P(X,, X)” ) X -N which has property K for CY (=XJ in V[I? ) cz][~“G X o*] (like 
Lemma 2.24), so by 0.6 the interpretation of c(T) still does not have cofinal 
branches in V[fi Ia][d*][P]. Ob serving that (R I(Y)*Q*=R Ia+l, this can be 
restated by saying that the interpretation of c(T) does not have cofinal branches 
in V[k Ia+ l][P]= V[P][k I a+ 11. 
By Lemma 2.18, R/J? ) (Y + 1 is a projection of (P,, \ K -a) x U,,, and Uatl is 
a-closed in V[& I a + 11. But P&, A)" does not add new countable sequences to 
V[fi 1 a! + 11 (it even does not add to V[I?]], by Lemma 2.16(c)), so Un+I is 
o-closed in V[P][& I CY + 11, (Y is X2 there and 2’” = (Y, hence 0.8 applies again and 
shows that in V[P][fi I cx + l][ir,+,] the interpretation on c(T) does not have 
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cofinal branches, whenever tia+l is a V[P][I? I,+,]-generic filter over U,,,. 
PO 1 K -a has property K for X1 and so obviously cannot damage our tree. It 
follows that in V[p][k ( a + l][&/d 1 CY + l] the interpretation of c(T) does not 
have cofinal branches (in an even bigger universe it does not). The passage from 
V[P][k] = V[&][P] to V[I?][Akf,] is done with M,/P which is X,-closed (by 2.10) 
in V[&][P], and as CY becomes an ordinal of cardinality X1 there MJP cannot add 
branches to the interpretation of c(T), which hence has no cofinal branches in 
V[I?, A&]. 
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